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Our philosophy is simple: We stage with style!
stage a space takes the guess work out of preparing your home for sale.

If you’re planning to list your home or it’s been sitting on the market while you wait for
the right offer, stage a space positions your home to attract the right buyer, drive top

offers and help sell your home fast.

Our approach works because we understand what the home buyer wants... 
fresh decor, seamless execution and ultimate customer service.



the.team
stage a space bridges our life’s passion for design

from the fashion industry to home staging.

Interior design and fashion share many similarities.
Both create wonderful aesthetics utilizing style and
harmony to entice today’s demanding customers.

stage a space enhances your home's appeal with
one main goal... to create a home that buyers will

fall in love with.

Today’s buyers want a clean, simple, modern
approach. These are the qualities that we bring

to home staging. We create beautiful and
balanced spaces. Let us stage a space for you!





our.services
stage a space brings fresh ideas to your home.

We specialize in three levels of service:

re.fresh • re.create • re.imagine

We’ll transform your space with ease to achieve its full potential.





re.fresh
Staging your home with your existing furniture, stage a space will rearrange your

furnishings to create a clean and fresh look that emphasizes your homes best features.

By repositioning furniture or altering the layout of a space, we can create
the perfect home that is sure to impress. A staged home feels more

attractive and appealing to potential buyers or renters.





re.create
stage a space can enhance a home’s potential for a faster and more profitable sale or rental.

With the addition of rental furniture and accessories, we re.create a clean and fresh
look for every room. Let us stage a space for a faster more profitable sale!





re.imagine
stage a space understands the difference between decorating a home and staging a home.

If your property is vacant, we can provide you with a complete furniture plan to help
re.imagine your space and create a vision that buyers or renters will fall in love with. 

Our creative and unique solutions give your property an exceptional look.
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Home Staging
/hom/stäjiNG/

noun
noun: home staging

1. Home staging is the art of  preparing a house 
for sale so it sells in the fastest time and the
highest price.

2. Home staging is marketing


